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XANDR: ‘CONTENT OMNIVORES’ OPEN TO NEW SHOWS
AVERAGE VIEWER SEES 8 PROGRAMS PER WEEK
  The average TV viewer watches eight shows per week 
covering about five genres of programming. That’s one the 
findings of a new survey released by Xandr, the AT&T-
owned advertising and analytics company. It shows viewers 
have become “voracious content omnivores” and they’re 
more open than ever to new shows. The survey found 
three-quarters have watched a show that’s 
new to them in the past six months. That 
consumption habit and willingness to tune 
into new programming makes TV its own 
best ally when cutting through the clutter.
  Xandr partnered with Insight Strategy Group to conduct 
a nationwide survey among 2,000 TV viewers. The data 
shows 56 percent of viewers learn about new shows from 
TV spots, followed by 43 percent from friends and family, 
and 22 percent from social media.
  TV is also showing its power of persuasion. After seeing a 
TV spot for a show, 74 percent of viewers want to tell their 
friends about it, and 85 percent are inspired to do more 
research. Nine in ten remember that an influential ad came 
from a network they trust, and 56 percent say that seeing 
a TV ad for a show makes the show seem more reputable.
  “Given the weight viewers place on TV in their lives, 
advertising plays an important role,” the Xandr report says. 
“Ads help viewers learn about new shows and curate those 
that connect with their needs, saving them time navigating 
through the clutter on their own, and ultimately helping 
them choose something they’ll enjoy.”
  The survey also shows that binge-watching is alive and 
well. The survey found the average viewer watches TV 
5.5 hours per session. It’s why 82 percent of viewers say 
they’ve binged-watched a show within a single week. The 
report also says two-thirds consume content across linear 
and digital platforms, giving viewing time to the platforms 
that are most convenient.
  The release of the survey comes as the network upfront 
sales blitz gets underway. Eight-month old Xandr also 
used the spotlight on television to announce it has created 
a new programmatic ad marketplace called Community. 
It will allow buyers to secure ad time on traditional TV, 
connected TV, OTT, mobile and online, leveraging AT&T’s 
first-party data. Brian Lesser, CEO of Xandr, billed it as 
a “brand-safe, insight-driven, premium video marketplace.” 
The company says that multiscreen approach fits with how 
marketers are increasingly looking for simpler ways to 
connect with audiences across television, digital and video.
  Xandr also announced that it’s made some upgrades 
to its addressable TV capabilities. The change brings 
new limits to the number of times a particular household 
sees a specific brand spot. It will also help determine 
which households are light TV viewers who haven’t seen 
a specific advertisement at all. The company says it will 
improve the odds advertisers reach light TV viewers who 
watch traditional TV infrequently.

ADVERTISER NEWS
  Walmart is rolling out free next-day delivery on its most 
popular items, increasing the stakes in the retail shipping 
wars with Amazon. The nation’s largest retailer said 
yesterday it’s been building a network of more efficient 
e-commerce distribution centers to make that happen. The 
next-day service will cover 220,000 popular items from 

diapers and non-perishable food items to 
toys and electronics. That’s nearly double the 
number of items it carries in its stores. Next-
day delivery, which will require a minimum 
order of $35, is available in Phoenix and 

Las Vegas. In the coming days, it will expand to Southern 
California. The discounter plans to roll out the service to 
75 percent of the U.S. population by the end of the year. It 
will also be adding hundreds of thousands more products 
as the program expands... Williams-Sonoma has shifted 
production over the past year to Indonesia, Vietnam and the 
U.S. in anticipation of tariffs on goods imported from China. 
The retailer, which owns its namesake chain as well as Pottery 
Barn and West Elm, opened a facility to upholster furniture 
in Tupelo, Miss., in December. “I think that you’re better off 
preparing for the worst. Unfortunately, that pessimism has 
come true, and we are more prepared,” CEO Laura Alber 
tells CNBC... While standard bicycle sales have basically 
been flat for three years, the same is not true for e-bikes, 
which have been climbing steadily. USA Today reports that 
sales of e-bikes were up 79 percent last year, with sales eight 
times higher today than in 2014... Amazon Echo devices 
are getting a new, free security feature called Alexa Guard, 
which listens for sounds of danger such as breaking glass and 
smoke alarms to trigger alerts via audio clips to owners, The 
Verge reports... Burger King is expanding its distribution of 
the Impossible Whopper, CNN says. The meatless burger 
is now available at the chain’s restaurants in the following 
markets: Miami; Columbus, Ga.; and Montgomery, Ala. 
The Impossible Burger was first rolled out in St. Louis last 
month... Goat herds in China and Mongolia supply 90 percent 
of the world’s cashmere. The fabric, with its soft texture, was 
once in short supply and limited to luxury outlets. In recent 
years, herd sizes have exploded to supply a mass market. 
But according to The Wall Street Journal, giant herds have 
depleted grazing land in those regions, while manufacturers 
have come under criticism for cruel treatment of goats. That 
has led retailers and brands, including H&M and Gucci, to 
reduce or phase out the sale of cashmere garments... The 
nation’s largest music instrument retailer has opened its first 
store outside of the continental U.S. — and its 290th location 
overall. Guitar Center opened a 19,000-square-foot store in 
Pearl City, Hawaii, Chain Store Age reports. It is the third 
of six planned openings by the retailer for 2019. Reflecting 
Guitar Center’s updated store format, the new location is 
designed as a destination music store, with showrooms filled 
with guitars, drums, keys and more. It also offers rentals and 
repairs and a contemporary music “lessons academy.”
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UNIVISION, ALTICE TEAM UP ON NEWSCASTS
  Univision is partnering with Altice USA to provide 
Spanish-language digital news segments for Altice USA’s 
seven hyperlocal TV stations throughout the New York 
metropolitan area.
  According to Axios, the effort is part of a greater push by 
news companies across the U.S. to bring more Spanish-
language media to local markets, especially ones that they 
already cover. Altice USA’s stations, branded as News 12, 
overindex in Hispanic viewers, says Michael Schreiber, 
president of News 12 Networks.
  Univision affiliate Channel 41 in New York will produce 

the five-minute Spanish-language 
newscasts twice each weekday for the 
News 12 channels via a new digital 
segment program, Noticias Nueva 
York por News 12.
  The newscasts will be available on 
all of News 12’s digital channels and 
will include local breaking news, top 
stories, weather reports and more. The 
segments will be hosted by Univision 41 
anchors Yisel Tejeda, Ricardo Curras, 
Rafael Bello, Adriana Vargas-Sino, 
Katiria Soto and Liliana Ayende.

DISNEY ACQUIRES FULL CONTROL OF HULU
  Disney and Comcast announced yesterday that Disney 
will assume full operational control of Hulu, adding a 
crucial chess piece in one of the most serious efforts by a 
traditional media player to take on Netflix.
  The companies entered into a “put/call” agreement 
regarding NBCUniversal’s 33 percent ownership interest 
in Hulu. The deal puts a minimum future valuation on 
Hulu of $27.5 billion, with control transferring to Disney 
immediately and the financial transaction slated to take 
effect in 2024.
  Reporters gathered in New York for the Disney upfront 
press conference were startled by the news. At the same 
time, it had also been widely expected given Disney’s 
strategic push into streaming and its description of Hulu 
as one of “three legs of the stool” along with Disney+ and 
ESPN+. Disney+ is set to launch in November. The $7 
price point of Disney+ and the lowering of Hulu’s basic, 
ad-supported service to $6 a month are both noteworthy 
moves in an industry-wide bid to slow the momentum of 
Netflix.

THIS AND THAT
  Amazon Prime Video has joined a series of streaming 
services on Cox Communications’ Contour TV, 
allowing cable and Amazon subscribers access to Prime 
shows and movies from their set-top boxes, Cox says. 
The service came to Comcast’s Xfinity X1 in late 2018, 
while Contour also offers iHeart Radio, Netflix and 
YouTube among its streaming services... Discovery has 
acquired Golf Digest from Condé Nast, adding further 
momentum to the cable programmer’s big multiplatform 
swing into golf entertainment. It builds on Discovery’s 
12-year international rights deal with PGA Tour and an 
exclusive content deal with golf pro Tiger Woods. Terms 
of the deal weren’t disclosed. Discovery paid $35 million 
for Golf Digest, per The New York Times, while the New 
York Post put the price tag at around $30 million after 
Discovery beat out other suitors, including NBC Sports 
Group.
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CABLENET CHATTER
  FX is adding more talent to its upcoming limited series 
Mrs. America. The network says Uzo Aduba, Rose Byrne, 
Kayli Carter, Ari Graynor, Melanie Lynskey, James 
Marsden, Margo Martindale, Sarah Paulson, John 
Slattery, Jeanne Tripplehorn and Tracey Ullman have 
signed on for the series. They join the previously announced 
Cate Blanchett. Mrs. America tells the true story of the 
movement to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment, and the 
unexpected backlash led by a conservative woman named 
Phyllis Schlafly, played by Blanchett. The nine-episode 
series will premiere on FX in 2020... National Geographic 
has given a green light to the eight-
part series Race to the Center of the 
Earth, the network’s first-ever global 
adventure competition series. Production 
is set to begin later this year. Race to 
the Center of the Earth pits four teams 
against one another in a nonstop sprint 
across the globe for a $1 million prize... 
Tricia Helfer, the Canadian actress best 
known for portraying Number Six on 
the re-imagined Battlestar Galactica 
series (2004-2009), is returning to Syfy 
to join the Season 4 cast of the action-
horror series Van Helsing in the role of 
Dracula. Four other cast additions have been made for the 
13-episode season, which begins this fall: Richard Harmon 
(The 100), Nicole Munoz (Defiance), Keeya King (Jigsaw) 
and pro wrestler Big Show (WWE/SmackDown) are all on 
board, but in undisclosed roles... The Simpsons repeats 
will start airing on Disney’s Freeform in September. The 
network will have access to all 30 seasons of the series 
that will have already aired on the series’ primary network, 
Fox, which recently renewed it for Seasons 31 and 32. FX 
Networks landed full library rights, including digital, to The 
Simpsons in 2013 in a ground-breaking deal for FXX and 
FXNow... Freeform has ordered a third season of its hit 
mermaid thriller Siren. The renewal comes amid strong 
ratings for the series, which ranked as the network’s No. 
1 show in the first half of its second season among adults 
18-49 and women 18-49... ABC medical drama Grey’s 
Anatomy continues to secure its place in TV history with a 
two-year renewal for Seasons 16 and 17. The series’ star, 
Ellen Pompeo, is set for both seasons, along with the other 
original cast members. Additionally, ABC has renewed two 
other series, Grey’s Anatomy spinoff Station 19 for a third 
season and How to Get Away with Murder for a sixth 
season. And speaking of Grey’s, the show has upped three 
recurring players, Chris Carmack, Jake Borelli and Greg 
Germann, to series regulars... Freeform has picked up a 
fourth season of dramedy The Bold Type, which stars Katie 
Stevens, Aisha Dee and Meghann Fahy. The show was a 
breakout for Freeform, earning a two-season pickup... TLC 
has greenlit a six-part docuseries called Kate Plus Date, 
which will feature the mother of eight, Kate Gosselin, in 
search of romance. She’ll look for love with the help of 
expert matchmakers Rachel DeAlto and Adam LoDolce, 
who guide her through the process. She’ll have dates with 
10 bachelors over the course of the series. Kate Plus Date 
premieres on Monday, June 10 at 10 PM (ET).

Jim Gaffigan

I actually enjoy eating 
unhealthy. But a Domino’s 
pasta bread bowl? I mean, 

I got kids.


